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Advertise in the American Journal of Critical Care, Critical Care Nurse,   
AACN Advanced Critical Care and AACN Bold Voices. Delivered to the 
members of AACN or paid subscribers each month, they are the top 
publications to reach critical care nurses. AACN journals are carried by 
more than 800 academic and healthcare institutional libraries in the 
U.S. and abroad. With multiple publications, websites and an e-newsletter, 
it’s never been easier to reach critical care nurses and track your success – 
creating ideal environments for your advertising message.

Nurses rely on AACN for expert knowledge and influence. When you 
advertise with AACN, your message will be surrounded by high-quality, 
peer-reviewed content you know will be seen by high-interest readers 
– both AACN members and non-member subscribers. These influential 
decision-makers are your best prospects in the field of critical care nursing, 
and the dynamic power of AACN ensures your message greater reach and 
continuous sales exposure.

About AACN
The American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (AACN) is one of the world’s largest specialty 
nursing organizations. AACN joins the interests of more than 500,000 critical care and acute 
care nurses who care for critically ill patients and their families, and serves more than 210,000 
members, certificants and nurse constituents. AACN, established in 1969, has grown along with 
the significance of critical care and acute care nurses. 

Mission
Patients and their families rely on nurses at the most vulnerable times of their lives. Acute and 
critical care nurses rely on AACN for expert knowledge and the influence to fulfill their promise to 
patients and their families. AACN drives excellence because nothing less is acceptable.

Purpose
The purpose of AACN is to promote the health and welfare of patients experiencing acute and 
critical illness or injury by advancing the art and science of acute and critical care nursing and 
promoting environments that facilitate comprehensive professional nursing practice.

reach the members of one of the world’s 
largest specialty nursing organizations.
More than 120,000 high acuity and critical care  
nurse members

The power of AACN
•	 The	American	Association	

of Critical-Care Nurses 
(AACN) is one of the world’s 
largest specialty nursing 
organizations.

•	 AACN	joins	the	interests	of	
more than 500,000 critical 
care and acute care nurses.

•	 AACN	serves	more	
than 210,000 members, 
certificants and nurse 
constituents.
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Value of the AACN Audience 
education + experience = Influence

Based on 2017 survey respondents and membership analysis

About the readers of AACN publications

68%

51%

find the advertisements to be valuable 
sources of product information

purchase and influence products  
used in the ICU

53% save for future reference

ExpEriEncE in criTical carE

36%

24%

18%

22%

36%  1-5 years

24%  21+ years

22%  11-20 years

18%  6-10 years  

MarkET inforMaTion

78%

20% 2%

78%  Direct patient care

20%    Unit managers, advanced practice nurses

2%  Educators

SLACK Incorporated, American Association of Critical-Care Nurses Readership Survey, 2017



Critical Care Nurse is a peer-reviewed 
clinical journal for nurses involved in the 
direct care of acute and critically ill patients. 
Published six times a year, it is an official 
publication of the American Association 
of Critical-Care Nurses. Because of its 
editorial excellence, Critical Care Nurse is 
the evidence-based clinical journal trusted 
by staff nurses, nurse educators and nurse 
managers. The circulation of Critical Care 
Nurse is more than 120,000 readers, offering 
the greatest reach of any critical care 
nursing publication in the market.

Editorial Leadership
JoAnn Grif Alspach, EdD, MSN, RSN 
Annette Bourgault, PhD, RN, CNL

Features and Advantages
•	  Official evidence-based clinical journal of the 

American Association of Critical-Care Nurses
•	  Largest circulation of critical care  

nurses available
•	  The highest readership among all critical  

care publications
•	  Interspersed advertising
•	  Practical, clinically relevant peer-reviewed articles
•	  Indexed in MedliNe®/PubMed, Cumulative  

index to Nursing and Allied Health literature,  
Medscape, eBSCO, Ovid collections and Scopus

•	 Included in ISI Web of Knowledge database

the official evidence-based clinical journal of aaCn 
where practical application at the point-of-care is the focus
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The American Journal of Critical Care 
(AJCC) is AACN’s preeminent peer-
reviewed publication for communicating 
important advances in clinical science 
research and evidence-based practices 
in critical care. With particular emphasis 
on promoting interprofessional practice 
and research, the American Journal of 
Critical Care is the most comprehensive 
scientific publication in the critical care 
field. Published bimonthly, the American 
Journal of Critical Care reaches more than 
120,000 acute, critical and progressive 
care nurses — the largest multidisciplinary 
audience of any critical care science and 
evidence-based research publication.

Editorial Leadership
Cindy Munro, PhD, RN, ANP, FAAN, Coeditor in Chief 
Aluko A. Hope, MD, MSCE, Coeditor in Chief

Features and Advantages
•	  Official evidence-based science and research  

journal of the American Association of  
Critical-Care Nurses

•	 Peer-reviewed, high-quality editorial environment
•	  More than 120,000 readers: the largest circulation  

of critical care professionals of any clinical  
science and research journal

•	  Editorial direction from an interprofessional  
board of leaders in critical care

•	 Interspersed advertising
•	  Indexed in MedliNe®/PubMed, Cumulative  

index to Nursing and Allied Health literature,  
Medscape, PsyciNfO, eBSCO, Ovid collections 
and Scopus

•	 Included in ISI Web of Knowledge database

the official evidence-based scientific journal of aaCn  
where innovation is first communicated



Publication 2019 Issue Ad Closing Material Due Bonus Distribution

AJCC Jan 11/26/18 12/3/18 Society of Critical Care Medicine 
February 17-20, San Diego, CA

CCN Feb 12/20/18 12/30/18 Society of Critical Care Medicine 
February 17-20, San Diego, CA

AJCC Mar 1/22/19 1/29/19

CCN Apr 2/19/19 2/26/19 National Teaching Institute & Critical Care Exposition - NTI 
May 19-23, Orlando, FL

AJCC May 3/26/19 4/2/19 National Teaching Institute & Critical Care Exposition - NTI 
May 19-23, Orlando, FL

CCN June 4/23/19 4/30/19

AJCC July 5/24/19 6/3/19

CCN Aug 6/25/19 7/1/19 Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) 
September 29-October 2, Austin, TX

AJCC Sept 7/23/19 7/30/19

Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) 
September 29-October 2, Austin, TX

National Association of Neonatal Nurses (NANN) 
October TBD

Trends in Critical Care Nursing 
Dates TBD, Valley Forge, PA

CCN Oct 8/27/19 9/3/19

National Association of Neonatal Nurses (NANN) 
October TBD

Trends in Critical Care Nursing 
Dates TBD, Valley Forge, PA 
 
**Ad Test Study Issue

AJCC Nov 9/24/19 10/1/19

CCN Dec 10/22/19 10/29/19

Frequency One Page 2/3  
Page* 1/2 Page 1/3  

Page*
1/4  

Page Color Rates

1x $7,840 $6,500 $4,755 $4,105 $3,785 Per page or fraction Page

Standard Color

Matched Color

Metallic Color

Four Color

Four Color + PMS

Four Color + Metallic

925

1,155

1,230

1,840

2,995

3,065

3x 7,705 6,370 4,670 4,050 3,725

6x 7,665 6,305 4,610 3,995 3,695

12x 7,540 6,235 4,555 3,945 3,630

18x 7,490 6,125 4,495 3,905 3,580

24x 7,415 6,035 4,430 3,865 3,535

36x 7,330 5,970 4,365 3,850 3,485

48x 7,250 5,925 4,325 3,795 3,445

*These sizes are available for CCN only.
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added Value

new advertiser 
discount

Take 10% off our regular rates.
For advertisers that have not run in  
the prior year of AJCC or CCN. 
Minimum half-page ad (cannot be 
combined with Efficiency Discount).

efficiency discount

Buy 4 ad units, 
receive 10% discount

Buy 6 ad units,  
receive 13% discount

Buy 10 ad units,  
receive 16% discount

Buy 12 ad units,  
receive 20% discount

Combined Frequency 
Discount Program:

Insertions in the American 
Journal of Critical Care or 
Critical Care Nurse can be 
combined with each other or 
with insertions in AACN Bold 
Voices to help you reach the 
highest possible frequency rate. 
The result is a direct savings in 
your advertising expenditures.

Premium Positions  
(Color additional)

Cover 2:  
earned b/w rate plus 25%

Cover 3:  
earned b/w rate plus 15%

Cover 4:  
earned b/w rate plus 50%

Opposite Table of Contents:  
b/w rate plus 15%

Opposite Masthead:  
b/w rate plus 15%

Contact

Product/Device/ 
Pharmaceutical 
Nicole Rutter 
nrutter@slackinc.com 
(800) 257-8290, ext. 305

Administrator 
Joann Campisi 
jcampisi@slackinc.com 
(800) 257-8290, ext. 585

Product 2019 advertising rates and dates
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reach more than 
2,250 subscribers 

composed of high-
level experienced  
critical care nurses.

About the readers of AACN Advanced Critical Care

53% save the issue for future reference

47% share with a colleague

Content attribute ratings

69% of respondents felt the journal’s overall content   
was of value at work

AACN Advanced Critical Care is a quarterly, peer-reviewed publication of in-depth 
articles intended for experienced critical care and acute care clinicians at the bedside, 
advanced practice nurses, and clinical and academic educators. Each issue includes a 
topic-based symposium, feature articles, and columns of interest to critical care and 
progressive care clinicians. Select articles feature opportunities to earn CE contact 
hours. Select “Drug Update” columns feature pharmacology-based CE contact hours.

Editorial Leadership
Mary Fran Tracy, PhD, RN, APRN, CCNS, FAAN

Features and Advantages
•		  An official publication of the American 

Association of Critical-Care Nurses
•		  Contains concisely written, practical information 

for immediate use and future reference
•		  Continuing nursing education units are available 

for selected articles in each issue

•	  Indexed in Nursing Abstracts, Cumulative index 
to Nursing & Allied Health literature, emerging 
Sources Citation index, international Nursing 
index, MedliNe®/PubMed, Nursing Citation index, 
Ovid collections and Scopus

Reach key audiences
•		 Staff Nurse/Clinicians

•		  Clinical Nurse Specialists

•		  Nurse Practitioners

•	 Clinical Educators

•	 Academic Faculty

•	 Admin/Nursing Directors

•	 Nurse Managers

AACN Advanced Critical Care Readership Study, 2017

aaCn’s quarterly evidence-based journal 
for advanced practice caregivers  
where bedside nurses and clinical educators 
read the latest critical care information
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Ad Position Rate

Cover 2 $3,640

Cover 3 $3,120

Cover 4 $4,680

2019 Issue Ad Closing Material Due Bonus Distribution

Spring 1/29/19 2/5/19 National Teaching Institute & Critical Care Exposition - NTI 
May 19-23, Orlando, FL

Summer 4/30/19 5/7/19

Fall 7/29/19 8/5/19 Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) 
September 29-October 2, Austin, TX

Trends in Critical Care Nursing 
Dates TBD, Valley  Forge, PA

National Association of Neonatal Nurses (NANN) 
October TBD

Winter 10/29/19 11/5/19 Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) 
February 16-19, 2020, Orlando, FL

National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists (NACNS) 
March 2020, Indianapolis, IN

added Value

efficiency discount

Buy 4 ad units, 
receive 10% discount

Buy 6 ad units,  
receive 13% discount

Buy 10 ad units,  
receive 16% discount

Buy 12 ad units,  
receive 20% discount

Combined Frequency 
Discount Program:

Must advertise in a 
corresponding issue of  
American Journal of Critical 
Care or Critical Care Nurse.

Contact

Product/Device/ 
Pharmaceutical 
Nicole Rutter 
nrutter@slackinc.com 
(800) 257-8290, ext. 305

Administrator 
Joann Campisi 
jcampisi@slackinc.com 
(800) 257-8290, ext. 585

Product 2019 advertising rates and dates

Mechanical requirements
ad sizes available for AACN Advanced Critical Care

Full Page Non Bleed: 5.5" x 8.75"  

Full Page Bleed: 6.875" x 10.125"
 Hold live matter 1/2" from trim
 Trim size of journal is 6.625" x 9.875"

Ad Requirements
All ads should be submitted as font-embedded PDFs, minimum 300 dpi. Four-color ads must be constructed in  
CMYK with no use of spot colors and no PMS colors. Black and white ads must be constructed using grayscale, bitmap,  
or line art accordingly, not using CMYK, spot colors, “rich black” or “Registration” in place of black. Ad files must be 
converted within the native layout application or flattened in Acrobat using the High Resolution Flattener Presets.
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AACN Bold Voices is AACN’s monthly 
source of news and current events about 
critical care, progressive care and high 
acuity care nursing. Concise and easy-
to-read articles present the information 
readers need at their fingertips. Timely 
articles ensure high readership and 
visibility for your recruitment ads.  
More than 150,000 acute and critical care 
nurses receive AACN Bold Voices, including 
members of AACN and nonmembers with 
CCRN, CCRN-K, CCRN-E, PCCN, and PCCN-K 
specialty certification; ACNPC, ACNPC-AG, 
CCNS, ACCNS-AG, ACCNS-P, and ACCNS-N 
advanced practice certification; and CMC 
and CSC subspecialty certification.

Product Advertising 
AACN Bold Voices accepts product advertising. 
Device and pharmaceutical advertisers can gain a 
unique market presence and increase ad exposure 
when they purchase an ad in the official monthly 
member magazine of AACN. Be seen by a target 
audience of more than 150,000 critical, acute and 
progressive care nurses. For more information on 
how to maximize your visibility by advertising in  
AACN Bold Voices, please contact Nicole Rutter  
by phone, (800) 257-8290, ext. 305, or email,  
nrutter@slackinc.com. 

reach more 
than 150,000
critical care, 
acute care and 
progressive 
care nurses 

with the only 
monthly source of 
news and current 
events about 
critical, progressive 
and high acuity  
care nursing.

only with placement of an ad in  
American Journal of Critical Care or Critical Care Nurse

50% OFF 
AACN Bold Voices Published rates

the official monthly member magazine of aaCn
where clinical information and association news are delivered



Frequency One Page 2/3  
Page

1/2  
Page

1/3  
Page

1/4  
Page

1/8  
Page Color Rates

1x $6,815 $6,010 $5,135 $4,490 $3,850 $2,095
Per page or fraction Page

Standard Color

Matched Color

Four Color

Four Color + PMS

925

1,155

1,840

2,995

3x 6,670 5,860 4,975 4,340 3,700 1,955

6x 6,510 5,710 4,825 4,175 3,545 1,825

12x 6,350 5,550 4,675 4,035 3,390 1,700

18x 6,200 5,400 4,520 3,870 3,235 1,565

24x 6,040 5,250 4,360 3,720 3,075 1,455

36x 5,895 5,100 4,215 3,565 2,910 1,300
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2019 Issue Ad Closing Material Due Bonus Distribution

Jan 11/26/18 12/3/18

Feb 1/3/19 1/10/19 Society of Critical Care Medicine 
February 17-20, San Diego, CA

Mar 1/30/19 2/5/19

Apr 2/27/19 3/6/19

May 4/4/19 4/11/19 National Teaching Institute & Critical Care Exposition - NTI 
May 19-23, Orlando, FL

June 4/25/19 5/3/19

July 5/29/19 6/6/19

Aug 7/3/19 7/11/19

Sept 8/1/19 8/8/19 Emergency  Nurses Association (ENA)  
September 29-October 2, Austin, TX

Oct 9/4/19 9/12/19

Trends in Critical Care Nursing 
Dates TBD, Valley Forge, PA

National Association of Neonatal Nurses (NAAN) 
October, TBD

Nov 10/3/19 10/10/19

Dec 10/29/19 11/8/19

added Value

efficiency discount

Buy 4 ad units, 
receive 10% discount

Buy 6 ad units,  
receive 13% discount

Buy 10 ad units,  
receive 16% discount

Buy 12 ad units,  
receive 20% discount

Combined Frequency 
Discount Program:

Insertions in AACN Bold Voices 
can be combined with insertions 
in the American Journal of 
Critical Care or Critical Care 
Nurse to help you reach the 
highest possible frequency rate. 
The result is a direct savings in 
your advertising expenditures.

Premium Positions  
(Color additional)

Cover 2:  
earned b/w rate plus 25%

Cover 3:  
earned b/w rate plus 15%

Cover 4:  
earned b/w rate plus 50%

Opposite Table of Contents:  
b/w rate plus 15%

Opposite Masthead:  
b/w rate plus 15%

Contact

Product/Device/ 
Pharmaceutical 
Nicole Rutter 
nrutter@slackinc.com 
(800) 257-8290, ext. 305

Administrator 
Joann Campisi 
jcampisi@slackinc.com 
(800) 257-8290, ext. 585

Product 2019 advertising rates and dates

the official monthly member magazine of aaCn
where clinical information and association news are delivered
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Mechanical requirements

Ad Requirements
Electronic submissions only. 

Electronic ads must be submitted as high-resolution PDF, EPS or TIFF.  
Minimum 300 dpi. Quark XPress EPS files are not acceptable. 

ALL fonts (both screen and printer versions) and graphics must be included on the 
disk or embedded in PDFs. 

Ads must be submitted in the correct size (full page, half page, etc., allowing for bleed if 
ad is to bleed; see “Ad sizes”) and orientation (vertical or horizontal per insertion order). 

All ad files must be constructed properly. For example: 4-color ads must be 
constructed in CMYK with no use of spot colors. (If any PMS colors are in the ad 
the creator of the ad must convert those colors to CMYK.) Any ads intentionally 
printing with spot colors must be constructed with the proper PMS colors; PMS 
colors must be indicated and called out on the color proof. Ads to print in black and 
white must be constructed using grayscale, bitmap, or line art accordingly, rather 
than CMYK or spot colors, or “rich black” or “Registration” in place of black. Ad files 
must be converted within the native layout application or flattened in Acrobat 
using the High Resolution Flattener Presets. Any ads not following these guidelines 
will be returned to the advertiser for correction if time permits; otherwise, they 
will be corrected at the printer and printer charges will be billed to the advertiser 
accordingly. AACN, the printer, and SLACK Incorporated take no responsibility for 
color shifts or other quality problems that occur when ad files must be corrected at 
the printer because of poor construction or improper submissions from advertisers 
or their agencies. Late ads are subject to additional fees.

All ads must include a proof. Color ads must include color copy that can be matched 
on press (examples: tearsheets; digital proof such as an iris, chromalins, matchprints).
Color photocopies or color laser printouts are not acceptable. AACN will not supply a 
proof for advertiser-supplied files.

Insert Requirements

Insert requirements for the American Journal of Critical Care and Critical Care Nurse:

Two to 8-page inserts; gatefolds are acceptable.

Paper and copy sample must be submitted for approval before running.
a) Size: 8 7/16" x 11 1/8" to trim to 8 1/8" x 10 7/8"; supplied folded.

b) Paper Stock: 2-page (one leaf ), minimum 70# coated, maximum 80# coated.  
4 - 8 page, minimum 60# coated, maximum 70# coated.

c) Trimming: Supply folded. Bleed: outside and foot trim bleed 1/8". Binding edge  
bleed 1/8". Head bleed 1/8". BRCs need 1/2" margin from edge of grind to vertical 
perf. Journals jog to the head.

d) Rates:

 Two-page inserts: 3x earned black-and-white rate.

 Four-page inserts: 5x earned black-and-white rate, by special request only. Consult 
advertising office. Perforations are subject to approval and/or additional cost.

 Contact advertising department for insert tip-in charge.

e) Ship: printed, folded, untrimmed. Label with publication name, date of issue,  
and insert quantity. American Journal of Critical Care and Critical Care Nurse:  
Call for quantities as insert quantities vary by issue. 

  Ship to:   Sheridan NH 
69 Lyme Road 
Hanover, NH 03755 
Attn: Tim Gates (issue and month)

ad sizes available for the American Journal 
of Critical Care (AJCC), Critical Care Nurse 
(CCN) and AACN Bold Voices (non-bleed)

Spread: 14" x 10" (151/4" x 10" includes gutter spread)
Full Page: 7" x 10"
Half Page (Horizontal): 7" x 47/8"
Half Page (Vertical): 33/8" x 10"
Quarter Page: 33/8” x 47/8”

ad sizes available for Critical Care Nurse and 
AACN Bold Voices only (non-bleed)

One-Third Page (Vertical): 21/8" x 10"
Two-Third Page (Vertical): 43/8" x 10"

ad sizes available for AACN Bold Voices 
only (non-bleed)

One-Eighth Page: 33/8" x 23/8"

Spread

14" 

10" 

Full Page

7" 

10" 

1/2 Page (Vertical)

33/8"

10"

1/4 Page

33/8"

47/8"

1/8 Page

33/8"

23/8"

2/3 Page (Vertical)

43/8"

10"

1/3 Page (Vertical)

21/8"

10"

1/2 Page (Horizontal)

47/8"

7"

Bleed sizes 
(available in AJCC and CCN only)

Spread: 161/2" x 111/8"  
Full Page: 83/8" x 111/8" 
Two-thirds: 51/4" x 111/8" 
Half Vertical: 41/4" x 111/8" 
Half Horizontal: 83/8" x 51/2" 
Third Vertical: 215/16" x 111/8" 
      Hold live matter 1/2" from all sides. 

Trim size of journals is 81/8" x 107/8"

AACN Advanced Critical Care specs:  
See page 7.

For digital ad specifications, please contact Joann Campisi at jcampisi@slackinc.com or (800) 257-8290 x585
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1. Commission and Cash Discount
a) Agency commission: 15% gross billings on space,    

color, cover and preferred position charges.
b)  Cash discounts: 2%, within 10 days of invoice date.  

No discount allowed after this period.

2. General Rate Policy
a) Effective Rates and Discounts: Beginning January 2019 for  

all advertisers.
b) Earned Rates: Full run: Earned rates are given to advertisers 

based on advertising frequency within a 12-month period. The 
earned rate is determined by the number of insertions. A spread 
counts as two insertions. Full-page and fractional pages count as 
single insertions. Each page of an insert counts as one insertion.

c) Combined Earned Frequency: Advertisers may combine 
advertising space units run in American Journal of Critical Care, 
Critical Care Nurse, the AACN Advanced Critical Care and AACN 
Bold Voices to achieve maximum rate frequency.

3. Extensions
If an extension date for material is agreed upon and ad material  
is not received by the Publisher on the agreed upon date, the  
advertiser will be charged for the space reserved.

4. Cancellations
If, for any reason, an advertisement is cancelled after the closing 
date, the Publisher reserves the right to repeat a former ad at full 
rates. If the advertiser has not previously run an ad, the advertiser 
will be charged for the cost of space reserved. Neither the advertiser 
nor its agency may cancel advertising after the closing date.

5. Advertising Acceptance Policy
All advertising is subject to approval by AACN. Publisher reserves 
the right to refuse any advertising at any time. 

6. Disposition of Material
Ad material will be held one year from the date of last insertion  
and then destroyed.

7. Publisher’s and Representative’s Liability
The Publisher and Advertising Sales Representative will not  
be liable for any failure to print, publish, or circulate all or any  
portion of any issue in which an advertisement accepted by the 
Publisher is contained if such failure is due to acts of God, strikes,  
war, accident or any circumstances beyond the Publisher’s control.

8. Indemnification of Publisher
In consideration of publication of an advertisement, the advertiser  
and the agency, jointly and separately, will indemnify, defend and 
hold harmless the magazine, its officers, agents and employees 
against expenses (including legal fees) and losses resulting from  
the publication of the contents of the advertisement, including, 
without limitation, claims or suits for libel, violation of right of  
privacy, copyright infringements or plagiarism.

9. Billing Policy
Billing to the advertising agency is based on acceptance by the 
advertiser of “dual responsibility” for payment if the agency does not 
remit within 90 days. The Publisher will not be bound by any conditions, 
printed or otherwise, appearing on any insertion order or contract 
when they conflict with the terms and conditions of this rate card.

10. Contracts, Insertion Orders and Ad Materials:
Contracts and Insertion Orders: 
Nicole Rutter, x305 
Association Sales Manager 
nrutter@slackinc.com

Ad Materials: 
Joann Campisi, x585 
Sales Administrator 
jcampisi@slackinc.com

SLACK Incorporated 
6900 Grove Road 
Thorofare, NJ 08086-9447 
(800) 257-8290 or (856) 848-1000 (in New Jersey or outside the U.S.) 
Fax: (856) 848-6091

Insertion Information



JourNAL WebsiTe opporTuNiTies

Banner Ad Specifications:
•	  Acceptable file formats: GIF, JPG 
•	 Maximum size on banners: 50K
•	  All artwork is subject to review/

acceptance by publisher prior  
to placement

•	  Expandable banners will  
not be accepted

2019 rates for AACN Journal websites   
Net rates, non-commissionable.

$60/CPM (includes leaderboard and skyscraper) 

Banner Type Location Size

Leaderboard
728 x 90 Top of home page and interior pages 728 x 90

Skyscraper
160 x 600 Side of home page and interior pages 160 x 600

$50/CPM (includes vertical banner)

Banner Type Location Size

Vertical Banner
160 x 400

Side of home page and interior pages 
(ajcconline and ccnonline only) 160 x 400
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extend your exposure online

Whether you’re looking to brand or promote your product, banner advertising on the websites  
of the official evidence-based scientific and clinical journals of AACN will increase your exposure 
to the largest audience in critical care.

Average monthly 
impressions: 235,733
Average monthly 
unique visitors: 47,418
Average monthly 
impressions: 328,205
Average monthly 
unique visitors: 63,118Leaderboard

Sk
ys
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ap

er
Ve

rt
ic

al
 

Ba
nn

er

www.ajcconline.org

www.ccnonline.org

Average monthly 
impressions: 45,614
Average monthly 
unique visitors: 13,591www.aacnacconline.org

Advertising exposure 
Across All Three AACN 
Journal websites
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Email OppOrtunitiEs

Increase your exposure online

Banner Ad Specifications:

•	  Acceptable file formats: GIF, JPG 
•	  Maximum size on banners: 40K

•	  All artwork is subject to 
review/acceptance by 
publisher prior to placement

•	  Expandable banners  
will not be accepted

•	   All ads should be static (non-animated); 
no Flash (SWF) or rich media

now More articles  
Per newsline
exclusive ad placement
One ad per email is sent to the full list of AACN opt-in 
recipients with 100% share of voice. Each group receives 
their own targeted biweekly electronic newsletter.

personalized content
Now your message appears within unique content that 
aligns with the interests of 3 targeted audiences:  
Nurse Managers and Educators, New Nurses and 
Experienced Staff Nurses, and Advanced Practice Nurses to 
heighten engagement. Each group receives its own targeted 
biweekly electronic newsletter.

Delivered biweekly
Now you can connect with more relevant personalized 
content. Each of the 3 targeted audiences has its own  
biweekly newsletter. One week, 2 of the groups receive their 
email; the next week, the other group receive its email.

 2019 rates: 

Medium Rectangle
300 x 250

1 email $2,950 net per email

4 or more emails $2,450 net per email

Average delivered:

235,000
Average open rate:

15%
•		At	least	2	emails	reach		
the	full	membership		
each	month

•		Buy	one	banner	ad	and	
appear	in	all	3	target	
audience	emails

Inquire for pricing 
and availability of the 
Progressive Care and 
Pediatric/Neonatal 
Quarterly Newslines

aaCn CriticalCare newsline biweekly emails
Reach more than 235,000 critical care nurses at least twice per month  — in an effective and cost 
efficient way. Advertise in the official biweekly electronic newsletters of AACN. AACN CriticalCare 
Newsline provides AACN members and nurse constituents news and current events about critical, 
progressive and high acuity care. Articles include the latest news, calls to action, CE articles, studies, 
AACN member resources and career opportunities. 



reach 210,000 members,  
certificants and  
nurse constituents

Consider the many benefits of  
a custom editorial supplement  
bearing the AACN name

Value to nurses
•	 CE credits
•	  Concise, in-depth,  

focused information
•	 Education
•	 Confidence in patient care

•	  Improved outcome  
for patients

•	  Resource for personal  
and patient education

•	 Relationship with Industry

More value to advertisers
•	 Image building
•	 Brand recognition
•	 Optimal product utilization
•	  Recognition as a key provider  

of valuable education  
and quality products

•	  Relationship building  
with nurses, educators  
and patients

•	 Market saturation
•	 Competitive edge
•	 Product success
•	  Measurable reader impact  

from CE returns,  
web exposure
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When you partner with AACN, you 
reach our specialized audience 
of high acuity and critical care 
nurses while you help educate 
and advance patient care. Custom 
opportunities offer you direct 
access, visibility and the trust  
that comes with the AACN name. 
Ask us about the possibilities  
with or without CE. 

Single-supported activity  
format ideas:
•	  Enduring materials/monographs/supplements  

(print, digital, or both)
•	  Enduring materials from your NTI Sunrise Session 

in an NTI Morning Report
•	 Expert panels/roundtables
•	 Satellite sessions at NTI
•	 Cover tips
•	 Bellybands

Your influence
•	 	More	than	210,000	AACN	members	and	subscribers
•	 	Health	educators,	impressionable	students
•	 Patients	and	families

CusTom opporTuNiTies
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Digital opportunities

print opportunities

CreATe A muLTi-ChANNeL  
mediA sTrATegy

www.aacnacconline.org SUMMER 2018

AACN

Advanced 
Critical Care

Pulse Pressure and Mortality Risk in Critically Ill 
Patients

Hemodynamics and Perfusion in Premature 
Infants During Transfusion

Nurse Practitioners and Interdisciplinary Teams 
in Pediatric Critical Care

SYMPOSIUM: NEUROCRITICAL CARE

Acute Ischemic Stroke

Aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage and 
Vasospasm

Critical Care Transport of Patients With Brain 
Injuries

Multimodal Neuromonitoring in Neurocritical 
Care

Evidence-Based Review of Clinical Trials in 
Neurocritical Care

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION

AACN’s bi-monthly clinical 
science research journal
The American Journal of  
Critical Care reaches the largest 
interprofessional audience  
of any critical care science  
and evidence-based  
research publication.

AACN’s clinical  
practice journal
Critical Care Nurse is the 
evidence-based clinical  
journal trusted by staff  
nurses, nurse educators,  
and nurse managers.  

AACN’s quarterly  
advanced practice 
publication 
AACN Advanced Critical Care 
contains concisely written, 
practical information for 
immediate use and  
future reference.

AACN’s monthly member 
news magazine 
AACN Bold Voices updates 
members with late-breaking 
clinical information  
and association news.

AACN CriticalCare Newsline
Reach more than 235,000  
critical care nurses with  
these biweekly emails  
offering banner advertising.

AACN journal websites  
Expand your reach online by 
advertising on the official  
journal websites of AACN:  
www.aacnacconline.org,  
www.ajcconline.org, and  
www.ccnonline.org.
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1. Bedside indication that the feeding tube is inside the esophagus with no drop in pulse oximetry.  

2. The feeding tube is partially inserted into the stomach.   3. Feeding tube is fully inserted in the stomach, stylet removed, 

and no occlusion by kinking.   4. Peristalsis naturally advances the Gabriel Feeding Tube balloon into the small intestine.

G
oodbyes are never easy, 

and AACN President Chris 

Schulman’s farewell address 

and tribute to the AACN community 

and her family brought Wednesday’s 

SuperSession attendees to tears. 

“One day, I found myself serving 

as AACN’s 48th president,” Schulman 

said. “I never, ever thought I would 

do something like this. I le
ave today 

with a heart full of gratitude for ev-

eryone in this room. Thank you for 

an incredible year. As we all look to 

the possibilities that lie ahead, please 

always be guided by your WHYs 

and this final thought from my very 

favorite philosopher, Walt Disney: ‘If 

you can dream it, you can do it.’” 

Lisa Riggs, AACN president-elect, 

added, that yes, YOU can do it (such a 

fitting exchange from one president to 

the next). Many times, we feel pow-

erless in the system, and it seems that 

policies are set in stone when, in real-

ity, as Riggs pointed out, 75 percent of 

“rules” are institution specific or the 

result of misinterpretation.  

However, Riggs reminded us of 

our newfound power stance: There 

is something each of us can do to 

effect change in our facilities. Our 

Voice, Our Strength, AACN’s new 

theme for the coming year, empow-

ers us to question 

as many rules as 

needed to change 

the status quo. 

 Think about it, 

Riggs said. “How 

could we become 

fully in charge 

of our practice? 

What would it be 

like if we designed the EMR around 

the way we work? What if we were 

engaged to find solutions to staff-

ing challenges? What if we pushed 

back on regulations that don’t 

make sense? It would be something 

like nirvana, don’t you think? It 

would actually be you and me as 

nurses making our optimal contri-

bution and owning our practice.” 

Attendees were treated to two 

keynote speakers at yesterday’s 

SuperSession, and they gave us 

two hints for how we can be heard. 

First: communication, and we don’t 

mean digitally. “When listeners are 

listening to a speaker in an engaged 

way, their brain waves sync up,” 

said NPR host Celeste Headlee. 

“This is w
hat we are capable of 

when a human voice reaches a set 

of human ears. This is th
e kind of 

bond you create when it’s tr
uly au-

thentic analog communication.” 

Second: Interact. As author and 

renowned speaker Dan Thurmon 

hoisted himself onto the wobbly 

lectern and into a handstand, he 

said, “I’m not balanced, I’m balanc-

ing, making constant adjustments 

and corrections. I’m working really 

hard and, on top of all this effort, 

after all this work, I’m still in
 the 

same place — just more exhausted. 

Out of uncertainty IS the opportu-

nity. You can see it, you can elevate 

your vision and then you can initi-

ate change.” 

So, go out there and BREAK THE 

RULES!

Our Voice, Our Strength: 

Break the Rules! 

Lisa Riggs

President Chris Shulman (right) passed on the 

care of AACN’s Vision to President-elect Lisa 

Riggs, who starts her presidency on July 1 with 

AACN’s new theme, Our Voice, Our Strength.

A
t yesterday’s Chapter Presi-

dents Luncheon, we learned 

that after spending 30 years 

in the Air Force Nurse Corps, AACN 

board member Elizabeth Bridges 

is no stranger to treating traumatic 

injuries. She knows firsthand that 

tourniquet placement and hemostat-

ic dressings used on the battlefield 

can save lives if done properly.

Bridges was deployed to Afghani-

stan in 2009 as a research scientist and 

critical care nurse, and she witnessed 

the incredible. Bridges recalled, 

“Teams of healthcare providers from 

all three services, not knowing one 

another, were put together as part 

of a regime of care, an extraordinary 

responsibility that allowed us to bring 

our wounded warriors home.” 

As we’ve seen all-too-often 

bombings and mass shootings can 

happen right in our backyards. On 

April 15, 2013, two bombs detonat-

ed near the finish line at the Boston 

Inside the Bedrails 

(Bedrails, continued on page 4)

CE/CERP/Pharma 

Evaluations for On-Site 

Sessions Due June 15

I
t’s easy to complete your session 

evaluations online, or in real time 

with your smartphone or tablet, at 

www.aacn.org/nti. Your certificate 

can be printed through the AACN 

website for one year. The evaluation 

deadline for sessions and CE activities 

completed during the week of NTI, 

May 20-24, 2018, is June 15, 2018.

THURSDAY 

May 24, 2018

#NTI2018ntivoices.com

Visit us at booth 2972  

to learn more about the 

latest in enteral feeding. 

The balloon of the 

feeding tube makes  

placement safe, 

quick, and easy.

Syncro Medical Innovations, Inc.

Macon, Georgia, USA

GabrielFeedingTube.com
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1. Pulse oximetry indicates that the feeding tube is inside the esophagus. 

2. The tube, with extra slack in the stomach, and no occlusion by kinking.   

3. Peristalsis advances the Gabriel Feeding Tube into the small intestine.

A
h, a day in the life of a 

critical care nurse. We wake 

up confident, BIG, ready to 

conquer the day with confidence. By 

the end of our shifts, we sometimes 

leave deflated, small and in many 

instances, drenched. 

Emcee Jon Holmer opened Tues-

day’s SuperSession by hilariously de-

picting a typical shift while DJ Sean 

set the scene with music, everything 

from “It’s a Beautiful Morning” to 

“Maniac,” which is often how we feel 

by day’s end. Hey, at least we can 

laugh in the face of exhaustion. But 

through that exhaustion, we excel.  

Celebrating excellence is a big part 

of the NTI experience, and, yesterday, 

Circle of Excellence award recipients 

gathered onstage to receive their 

awards, share the spotlight and ex-

plain how this year’s theme has influ-

enced their contributions to nursing. 

“AACN President Chris Schulman 

shared with us how our WHY is re-

ally our professional and personal 

compass,” said board treasurer Lou-

ise Saladino, while recognizing the 

award recipients. “WHY we became 

nurses. WHY we go to work each 

day. When we reconnect with WHY, 

we reaffirm our core purpose and 

have a guiding beacon for what we 

can — what we must — do to ensure 

that every patient gets the excellent 

care they deserve.” 

“My passion is integrating 

proven treatment guidelines to save 

lives,” said award recipient Nicolas 

Abella from Community Health 

System Professional Services Corp. 

in Franklin, Tennessee, one of the 

award recipients. “Today, there are 

272 patients who have survived 

sepsis thanks to the engaged hospital 

leaders and clinicians who followed 

my lead in exchanging their ha-

bitual processes and procedures for 

evidence-based practice.” 

Then, keynote speaker Amy 

Cuddy took the stage, visibly moved 

by our stories of WHY. “I have been 

waiting to meet you for years. Ever 

since I started talking about presence 

and personal power, and how people 

connect with each other and them-

selves, I have felt that the people I 

most want to connect with about this 

message are nurses. I think you do the 

most important work in the world.” 

Cuddy had the perfect stage to 

share what she’s learned as a social 

psychologist, best-selling author 

and leadership professor at Harvard 

University. Her research on body 

language and performance under 

stress has given 

her unique insights 

into the power 

of presence. The 

popular TED Talks 

presenter stressed 

the need to make 

yourself “BIG” 

— as animals do 

to fend off prey 

— to portray power and confidence, 

whether or not you feel it. “Expand-

ing our posture and movement gives 

us the courage to bring our authentic 

best selves to our biggest challenges.”  

“People are not very good at 

telling themselves they’re power-

ful when they feel anxious, but all 

of us are able to expand and make 

ourselves bigger,” she said. She con-

cluded with a quote from Maya  

Angelou: “Stand up straight and 

realize who you are, that you tower 

over your circumstances. Stand up 

straight.” 

Before heading to the Critical 

Care Exposition, attendees received 

a keepsake coin stamped with the 

question, “What is your WHY?”  

“Let this coin be a symbol, a 

reminder, the currency of your 

courage,” Saladino said. “You are 

the difference in the lives of those 

you serve every day. You are the 

stewards of those critical moments, 

artfully blending science and com-

passion. Never forget your impor-

tance to so many people and their 

families. Let this coin be a symbol, a 

reminder, of that value.”

Make Yourself BIG 

Critical Care Exposition Opens 

to Nearly 9,000 Attendees 

Amy Cuddy

Program and Exhibit Updates

Room Change, SRW923

From Field to Floor: Maximizing CPR Efforts  

and Perfusion with Progressive Protocols 

including ECMO

May 23, 7-8:30 a.m.

Changed to room Marina Ballroom 1-2 

The Westin Boston Waterfront

Room Change, SRW924

Importance of a Quality CRRT Program

May 23, 7-8:30 a.m.

Changed to room Harbor Ballroom 1-3 

The Westin Boston Waterfront

Room Change, SRW925 

Annual Competencies: On-Time, On-Demand, 

Outcomes-Based

May 23, 7-8:30 a.m.

Changed to room Marina Ballroom 3-4 

The Westin Boston Waterfront

Room Change,  C60M312

Chapter Presidents Luncheon

May 23, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Changed to Grand Ballroom AB 

The Westin Boston Waterfront

Exhibit Hall Hours:

Today 10:30 a.m.-4p.m.

Thursday 9 a.m.-noon

WEDNESDAY 

May 23, 2018

#NTI2018

Visit us at booth 2972.
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1. Bedside indication that the feeding tube is inside the esophagus with no drop in pulse oximetry.  

2. The feeding tube is partially inserted into the stomach.   3. Feeding tube is fully inserted in the stomach, stylet removed, 

and no occlusion by kinking.   4. Peristalsis naturally advances the Gabriel Feeding Tube balloon into the small intestine.

A
s critical care nurses, we 

devote our professional lives 

to the care of our patients. 

Then, we spend a week together 

at NTI to return to our patients 

and their families renewed and 

recharged. Since NTI convened last 

year in Houston, hurricanes, wild-

fires, mass shootings and other tragic 

events continue to remind us of life’s 

uncertainty and the way in which we 

must live: guided by WHY.

This NTI week in Boston began 

at Monday’s SuperSession with a 

moving tribute to our WHYs by the 

Silhouettes, a performance group that 

used shadow and acrobatics to refuel 

the audience with messages of hope, 

courage and compassion. 

“You’ve earned this week to-

gether rejuvenating, pretending that 

you’re mere mortals like the rest of 

us,” said AACN CEO Dana Woods. 

“I invite you to have fun and relax 

while you’re here. Refuel yourselves 

in preparation for the next storm. 

We normal humans need your super 

powers. We need you. And we are 

grateful beyond words for you.”

In fact, the next storm might be 

closer than we think: the quest to 

achieve appropriate staffing. During 

AACN President Chris Schulman’s 

keynote address, the mere mention of 

‘staffing’ earned passionate applause 

from attendees. “Inappropriate staff-

ing has plagued us for far too long,” 

Schulman said. “Obviously, if this was 

easy to solve, we would have already 

done it.”
Schulman said 

that AACN will 

soon lead the 

charge to address 

staffing problems 

in critical care units 

across the country. 

“Guided by Why, 

we can do any 

work that is worth doing.  Guided by 

our WHYs, we will look this staffing 

challenge squarely in the eyes. WHY 

will serve us, now more than ever.” 

Schulman reminded the audience 

that a disturbance in life can often be 

“unwelcome, devastating, unexpect-

ed and sometimes even life-threat-

ening, but it is always a ‘portal to the 

new.’ The new state that results from 

disturbance may be better. It may 

not. But it will certainly be different.” 

Our dreams of appropriate staffing 

will become reality if we remember 

our WHYs, and staffing is our latest 

‘portal to the new.’  

Board members celebrated 

AACN’s most prestigious examples 

of WHY by presenting Pioneering 

Spirit Awards to those who exhibit 

“fierce compassion” for changing 

critical care nursing. 

“Nothing happens unless first, a 

dream,” said Bernadette Melnyk, 

professor and dean of the College of 

Nursing at The Ohio State University 

(OSU) and professor of pediatrics and 

psychiatry at OSU’s College of Medi-

cine, upon receiving her award for 

her groundbreaking work, putting 

evidence-based practice at the fore-

front of critical care. “You’ve got to 

keep your dreams bigger than your 

fears. Then you have to discover. We 

must persist through our character 

builders to deliver our dreams.”

Honored along with Melnyk were 

Curtis Sessler, Orhan Muren Dis-

tinguished Professor of Medicine at 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

Health System, Richmond, Virginia;  

Jonathan Bartels, palliative care nurse 

liaison at the University of Virginia 

Health System, Charlottesville; and 

Beth Ulrich, professor in the doctor of 

nursing practice program at the Uni-

versity of Texas Health Science Center 

Cizik School of Nursing, who received 

the 2018 Marguerite Rodgers Kinney 

Award for a Distinguished Career.

W
hen Margaret Campbell, 

professor at Wayne State 

University College of 

Nursing in Detroit, began her career 

in 1974 as a critical care nurse, she 

couldn’t help but notice the severe 

lack of palliative care occurring in 

her ICU. She believed change was 

needed.
AACN’s immediate past presi-

dent Clareen Wiencek witnessed 

firsthand Campbell’s dedication to 

palliative care many years ago as 

Campbell treated a patient addicted 

to illegal street drugs. However, 

Campbell refused to intervene un-

less he was honest about how much 

he used so she could properly imple-

ment evidence-based equianalgesic 

dosing conversions and be sure she 

administered the proper amount of 

medications.

 “It was at that moment that 

I knew I was in the presence of 

a master,” Wiencek said in her 

introduction of Campbell during 

Monday’s Distinguished Research 

Lecture.

Campbell has garnered interna-

tional recognition for changing the 

management of dyspnea and respi-

ratory distress, moving away from 

patient-reporting tools — such as 

analog and numeric rating scales — 

to something more objective.

“Critically and terminally ill 

patients are often unable to report 

their symptoms because of meta-

bolic changes or nearness to death,” 

Campbell said. “This inability to 

self-report leads to under- or over-

treatment and thus, patient distress 

or hastening of death.”

Campbell created the Respiratory 

Distress Observation Scale (RDOS), 

the first tool that measures dyspnea 

via scores of patient behavior, heart 

rate, oxygen saturation and respira-

tory rate. Based on RDOS scoring, 

she developed treatment protocols 

ranging from patient repositioning 

to morphine titration.

Campbell’s career continues to 

evolve, with new studies on ventila-

tor withdrawal and pediatrics on her 

immediate horizon.

“We’ve come a long way in rec-

ognizing that we don’t save every-

body in the intensive care unit, so 

for critical care nurses to embrace 

their role in midwifing a dying per-

son in the ICU … it is an important 

part of the work that we all do.”

Use Your WHYs as a Portal to the New

Margaret Campbell: A Maverick in Palliative Care

Chris Schulman

Program and Exhibit Updates

Room Change, C60M371

Providing Safe, Sensitive Care to the LGBT(Q) 

Population

May 22, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  •   Changed to room 204

Room Change, C75M407

One Size Does Not Fit All: Effective Management of the 

Critically Ill Obese Patient 

May 22, 1–2:15 p.m.  •   Changed to room 204

Room Change, C150M463

Infection Prevention and Control:  

Critical Role of the Bedside Nurse 

May 22, 1–2:15 p.m.  •  Changed to room 153

TUESDAY 

May 22, 2018

#NTI2018

Visit us at booth 2972  
to learn more about the 
latest in enteral feeding. 

The balloon of the 
feeding tube makes  

placement safe, 
quick, and easy.

Syncro Medical Innovations, Inc.
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1. Pulse oximetry indicates that the feeding tube is inside the esophagus. 
2. The tube, with extra slack in the stomach, and no occlusion by kinking.   
3. Peristalsis advances the Gabriel Feeding Tube into the small intestine.

I
t’s great to be back here in Boston, 
the city Oliver Wendell Holmes 
once called “the hub of the solar 

system.” This is one of America’s 
oldest and most historic cities, and 
with its blend of old-world charm 
and cutting-edge sophistication, it is 
surely one of our country’s shining 
jewels. So I hope you plan to have a 
lot of fun while you’re here. I know 

I plan to. There is 
lobster everywhere 
in this town — and 
it’s all good!

And with edu-
cation, excellence 
and inspiration 
aligned with your 
needs, I guarantee 
you will have a 
great experience 

at this year’s NTI. I hope you’ll be 
guided by your WHY to find the best 
educational opportunities for you, 

your co-workers and colleagues. In 
fact, I hope being at NTI 2018 gives 
you a chance to establish a deep 
and meaningful connection with 
the other exceptional nurses of our 
AACN community.

So let’s have some fun this week. 
Let this be a week to honor your 
WHY by renewing, recharging 
and restoring yourself. I hope NTI 
2018 will be the hub of your solar 
system!

N
TI attendees love the rich 
combination of inspiration, 
entertainment and motiva-

tion at SuperSessions. And this 
year’s SuperSessions promise to 
deliver.

On Monday, AACN President 
Chris Schulman will inform and 
inspire us as she kicks off the 
week’s festivities with a look at 
what she has learned related to 
the AACN theme “Guided by 
Why” during her presidential year. 
Schulman is a critical care and 
trauma clinical nurse specialist at 
Legacy Health in Portland, Oregon. 
She was previously a trauma and 
critical care nursing consultant 
after working several years as a 
trauma and surgery clinical nurse 
specialist at Harborview Medical 
Center in Seattle.

On Tuesday, Harvard social 
psychology professor Amy Cuddy 
reveals that we don’t need to em-
bark on a grand spiritual quest or 
complete an inner transformation 

to harness the power of pres-
ence. Instead, we need to tweak 
our body language, behavior and 
mindset in our day-to-day lives. 
She’ll teach us how to bring our 
boldest selves to our biggest chal-
lenges by using simple techniques 
to liberate ourselves from fear in 
high-pressure moments, perform 
at our best, and connect with and 
empower others to do the same.

The celebration continues with 
three special keynotes on Wednes-
day. The unveiling of the new 
AACN theme for the coming year 
is a magical moment, and AACN 
President-elect Lisa Riggs will 
share that magic with us during 
her speech Wednesday morning. 
Riggs is system director, regulatory 
readiness, at Saint Luke’s Health 
System, Kansas City, Missouri. 

She will be followed onstage by 
Celeste Headlee, who says that 
when your job hinges on how well 
you talk to people, you learn a lot 
about how to have conversations 

— and that 
most of us don’t 
converse very 
well. Headlee 
has worked as 
a radio host for 
decades, and 
she knows the 
ingredients of a 
great conversa-
tion: honesty, 
brevity, clarity 
and a healthy amount of listening. 
In this insightful talk, she shares 
10 useful rules for having better 
conversations.

In Dan Thurmon’s empower-
ing keynote, he’ll provide a new 
model for viewing work objectives. 
Instead of being separate or com-
peting with life, they are a vital 
and connected component. Suc-
cessful work-life integration fosters 
excellence, innovation and loyalty 
among employees. 

So plan to attend each exciting 
moment at this year’s SuperSessions!

Welcome to the 2018 National 
Teaching Institute & Critical 
Care Exposition  

The Magic of NTI Unfolds  
at This Week’s SuperSessions

Chris Schulman
AACN President

Dan Thurmon

Welcome to Boston, known as America’s 
walking city.

Program and Exhibit Updates
Room Change, C60M371
Providing Safe, Sensitive Care to the LGBT(Q) 
Population
May 22, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Changed to room 204

Room Change, C75M407
One Size Does Not Fit All: Effective Management 
of the Critically Ill Obese Patient 
May 22, 1–2:15 p.m.
Changed to room 204

Room Change, C150M463
Infection Prevention and Control: Critical Role of 
the Bedside Nurse 
May 22, 1–2:15 p.m.
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